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- ~SUMMAR Y
'< Theffects of poweron the longit•dinal flying qud!lties of a single-engin propeller-

driven aircraft have- benAinvestigated. The net effectir developed as the resudtant of six
major contributions which, in this study, ,,vr-bwestimatcd from the USAF Stability
and Control Datcom. These contributions are no Independent and In general are non-

, linear functions of both incidence and speed. It is shown that the effect on stability of
S, ,the incidence-dependent terms is conveniently described by the neutral point t,),While

the combined Inciderce and speed terms can be described by the static stability limit.4.z.
The effects of each power contribution on the longitudinal static and dynamic charac-
teriics of a basic aircraft layoutrmior~d-a4h.'utandard cue!!0have been illustrated both

._* individually and collectively. The influence of aircraft layout and configuration has also
been demonstrated with both power-off and power-on. It is shown that net power effects
are sensitive to aircraft layout and can change appreciably when flaps are deflected. An
Instability is demonstrated which is due to power and flap effects and which is almost
bndependent of c.g. position. The power effects for an aircraft layout typical of modern
drsgns are also illustrated. The study Is completed by a survey of research on propeller
power effects which draws attention to the large amount of wind tunnel research which
has been carried out from the early days of powered flight. 7es'sources of many of the
estimation m'ethods in Datcom are identified and discussed Froam the wrvey and from
the Information presented in this Report it is concluded that "[here exists a need for more
robust theoretical and numerical design methods for most of 'the power effects considered
and also for more comprehensive wind tunnel and flight test data regarding the effect .if
slipstream on tailplane lift.
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NOTATION

b Wing span, m

CL Lift coefficient

CD Drag coefficient

Ca Pitching moment coefficient
• 9 Cue Zero lift pitching moment coefficient

C.,r Propeller normal force coefficient

Ci. Equilibrium lift coefficient

CT Thrust coefficient based on wing area
CH Hinge moment coefficient

C11 Derivative of coefficient Ct, w.r.t. J

e Mean aerodynamic chord (MAC), m

Ca. Elevator chord, m

e.g. Centre of gravity

Dp Propelkr diameter, m

g Normal acceleration in gravitational units

-G. Elevator control gearing, rad/m.

h. Neutral point

I'. Static stability limit

, " Distance betweeL, wing and tailplane aerodynamic centres, m
' N Engine speed, rpm

RS. "Normal acceleration, g

S• "i Ratio of normal acceleration to incidence

Xs Real part of complex number

P Engine power, kW

Pa. Elevator control force, N
:': Pz Power lever setting ,-

--- q Pitch rate, rad/_

40 Initial pitch acceleration, rad/s/s

SW Wing area, mt

SP Propeller disc area, m2

So. Elevator area, ms

T Thrust
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N-.. Tc Thrust ;oefficient based on propeller diameter

V Aircraft flight path velocity, m/s

- Horizontal tail volume coefficient

SW Aircraft weight, N

.P xp Distance of propeller from aircraft c.g., m

Sa Incidence angle, deg

* y Flight path angle, deg

"r Dihedral angle, deg

as Elevator angle, deg

at .'Elevator tab angle, d'g

Downwash angle, deg

" Propeller downwash angle, deg

0 Aircraft pitch attitude

Propeller efficiency

Relative density parameter

Sp Density of air, kg/ms

* .Short period frequency, rad/s

* . m r Imaginary part of complex number

suffixes
T Tailpane

F Flaps

SS Steady state

TH Thrust

p Propeller
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this Report the effects of power on the longitudinal characteristics of single-etgine
propeller-driven aircraft are discussed. This topic is of interest in Australia because of the current
development by the Australian aircraft industry of a basic trainer aircraft for the RAAF.

Two important phases in the itudy of aircraft flight dynamics are: firstly. the estimation of
aerodynamic data from theoretical, empirical, wind-tunnel and flight-test sources and, secondly,
the representation and interpretation of the calculated static and dynamic characteristics in

terms of flying quality parameters which can be related to pilot opinion. These two phases are
given particular emphasis in this Report. While the general nature of the power effects due to
propellers is well known, and the net effect is known from flight measurements, there are still
significant deficiencies in the accuracy of theoretical and empirical design methods. Very little
published information exists on the way individual power effects accumulate to alter flying
qualities for different aircraft layouts and configurations, even though the net effects may be
known for particular aircraft.

In the ht-st pait of this Report, the numerous effects of power are described. The effects of
airc.aft layout and configuration are then discussed, both with power on and with power off.
With these descriptions as a background a survey of research literature of propeller power effects
is presented.

In recent years there has been a design trend towards more highly powered propeller-driven
aircraft for basic military traitiers, STOL transports and for fuel-efficient multi-engined transports.
The trend to highly-powered basic trainer aircraft arises from the need to extend the training
capability of primary trainers and also because of the attraction of fitting gas turbine engines:
currently the available gas turbine engines are more powerful than alternative piston engines. An
increase in the power-to-weight ratio of propeller-driven aircraft introduces handling problems
similar to those exhibited by military aircraft built during the 1940s; many of those aircraft would
not have satisfied current Flying Qualities Requirements.

During the 1940s a considerable amount of wind tunnel research was carried out in the UK
and the USA on the effects of power on longitudi.,al stability. Much of this work forms the basis
of current design estimation techniques, which have undeagone little change since-that time.
Reference I draws attention to the lack of reliable theoretical and empirical design information
for the estimation of power effects, and the ne.d for powered-model testing to give results with
engineering precision for new configurations. Even with the benefit of wind tunnel measurements.
there are numerous examples of low-speed propeller-driven aircraft which have required sub-
stantial design changes, or the installmit~on of mechanical devices such as downsprings and bob-
weights during flight test development, to achieve the desired design centre of gravity range and
control force characteristics.

Major obstacles to the development and validation of reliable design estimation techniques
are firstly, the complexity of the problem, and secondly the sensitivity of the effects of power to
small changes in aircraft layout such as engine, wing and tail location. With the development of
computational methods for the analysis of fluid dynamic problems of increasing complexity,
the establishment of morc rigorous estimation teerhniques can be foreseen. The survey of propeller
power elfccts indicates that the most complete set of design estimation methods for application
to conventional low-speed aircraft is contained in Datcom [Ref. 6]. These methods have been
used in this Report for calculating the various effects of power orn longitudinal flying qualities.
The research background to the methods is discussed more fully in the review of research on the
effects of power on propeller driven aircraft in Section 10.

The dynamic motion of atn aircraft can be summarised in terms of perrormance and flying
q,:!lities parameters. For conventional low-specd, propeller-driven aircraft, satisfactory longi-
tudinal flying qualities have generally resulted if the "static stability" requirements have been
met. Consequently the topic of "static stability" including both its estiriation at the design

A



stage, and is measurement during the flight development stage, has always been a major con-
saeration. Furthermore, while a number of advanced methods of flight test analysis are now
availaL~ie, which enable the general motion of an aircraft to be described, it is stil. r~ecessary, for
the purpose of aircraft certification, to demonstrate stability using the "statir. stability" approach.
The direct measurement of "trim curves" and the derivation of neutral points and static stability
limits can also provide useful additional information about the longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics. Unfortunately, the analysis of trim curves can be limited, firstly by poor measure-
ments due either to inaccurate instrumentation or to poor test technique, and secondly by
deficiencies in the interpretation of results. Methods for the measurement of "static stability"
are well docume-Ated in ntight test manuals and in textbooks on flight mechanics. In some
cases, the effects of configuration, compressibility, aeroelasticity, control system mechanical
properties, and propulsion are describ.d (e.g. Rcf. 5). However, these descriptions are often quite
general and not quantitative, and they are usually liw'ted in detail. in this R%.plort the particular
effects of propulsion and configuration, for the case of a single-.engine, propeller-driven aircraft
are addressed. The remaining effects listed above are assumed to be absent. This is a reasonable
assumption since compressibility and aeroelastic effects become significant at high speeds,
where power effects are diminishing.

The concept of neutral points and of static stability l-mits within the theory of "static
stability" provide a concise way of representing the effects of numerous contributions to longi-
tudinal stability. However, the inclusion of power effects it-troduces terms which are, in general,
non-linear and mutually interfering, and so the solution of the longitudinal trim equations no
longer has a closed form. Therefore an iterative procedure has been used on a digital computer
to solve the trim equations for steady rectilinear and steady turning flight and also to calculatej flying qualities parameters. The flying qualities which are important in addition to "static stability"

amthe control force and deflection per g, lo~igitudinal short period and long period characteristics,
and control response parameters. These parameters are discussed in more detail in Section 2.
In Sections 3 and 4 the method of analysis and the assumptions involved are discussed. In
Sections 5 to 9 calculations are presented to demonstrate the influence of power effects both
individually and collectively on aircraft trim in steady rectilinear and steady turning flight and
on longitudinal flying qualities parameters. The effect of changes in aircraft layout and configu-
ration are also demonstrated. In Section 10 a survey of research literature on propeller power
effects is presented and the limitations of current theoretical and empirical design methods are
indicated. Throughout the text the terms "aircraft velocity" or "velocity" and the term "speed"
are all used to describe the aircraft velocity along the flight path. Following common usage, the

----- ~ choice of name is generally determined by the context of the discussion. For example, when
reference is made to aerodynamic effects, the term "aircraft velocity" is generally used, and when
reference is made to aircraft operations the term "speed" is generally used.

I. LONGA-TJDINAL FLYING QUALITI1ES

In the study of aircraft longitudinal flying qualities, the topic of "static stability" has always
played a major role. The main reasons for this are: Firstly, "static stability" is strongly affected
by changes in aircraft c.g. position; it is, therefore, a major consideration in determining the
aircraft c.g. range. Secondly, for many low-speed aircraft with conventional layouts, compliance
with the "static stability" requirement has produced satisfactory characteristics for most other
longitudinal flying qualities.

The theory of "static stability" was first presented in Reference 2 in 1911 and is covered in
detail in most textbooks dealing with flight dynamics. In its most usual form, the theory makes

- - quite a number of assumptions in describing the longitudinal aerodynamic forces and moments
A acting upon an aircraft, but produces the very useful criterion that the longitudinal motion will be

stable providing that the pitch stiffness term (-..Cm.) is positive. Since the criterion relates to a
term which is independent of motion, it has traditionally been called static stability. To emphasise
this special qualification of stability, the term "static stability" will be enclosed in quotation
marks within this Report. The theory also gives the result that pitch stiffness is a direct function



of the difference between the aircraft longitudinal c.g. position and a longitudinal position

termed the neutral pnint (he), where

V Cm. = CL.(h-hn). (1)

According to this definition, when the c.g. is at the neutral point, the pitch stiffness will be zero
and the airraft will have neutral stability. Fcrthermore, the theory shows (e.g. Ref. 1) that, if
flight measurements are made of the elevator angle (8s) required for trim in rectilinear flight at a
series of aircraft lift coefficients (CL), then the variation of 8e with CL will be proportional to the
pitch stiffness. Consequently, the c.g. position giving (dre/dCL) = 0 defines the aircraft neutral
point (hn). This is a vev'y practical method for determining the neutral point from flight measure-
ments and has provided a bazis for establishing stability requirements in aircraft. specifications.

For many aircraft the assumptions maee in the simple theory of "static stability" cannot be
supported. In partic-dar. when compressibifity, aeroelasticity and propulsion effects are
significant, the "static stability" requirement for positive pitch stiffness cannot be regarded as a

Ný sufficient or a necessary condition for stability. In this more general tawe, the forces and moments

acting on the aircraft in rectilinear flight can be non-linear functions of both the state variables,
incidence (a) and velocity (V). In the simple theory, V is only a scaling factor which disappears
when the equations are con dimensionalised. To describe this more general case, the extended
theory of "static stability" was developed in Reference 3 in which additional velocity parameters
were introduced. Reference I presents an alternative approach which is particularly useful :-r
the analysis of flight results and which cian be related directly to the coefficients of the general

V eqwationq of unsteady motion. In this approach it is shown that the variaticn of elevator angle for
tri.a with speed (dae/dV) is a true criterion for stability in the more general case. The e.g. position
for (d.eldV) - 0 gives neutral stability and is called the static stability limit (h.). When the
aerodynamic forces are taken as linear functions of the state variables V and a, h. is related to
the neutral point (ka) by:

C,(Vh, - he + CLv + 2CL," (2)

In most cases C., is the major centribution to h. and, because of its importance, it has been
attributed the name "pitch stiffness" in Reference I. The speed derivatives Crnv = aCm/P)V,
and CL;, -" CLPJ V, which account for the diffrence between h. and he, generally have a much
smaller influence. The requirement for positive (d8./dV), that is, increasing downward elevator
for trim with increasing speed, is an important flying qualities criterion in current Airworthiness
Specifications.

Because the presence of power introduces lift and pitching moment tcrms which are, in
general, non-linear functions of the motion state variables incidence (ai) and velocity (V), the
use of linear methods of analysis introduces an approximation. However, the magnitude of the
non-linearities is, in general, small unless very large amplitude motion is considered. 1I herefore
for small disturbances about the trim condition, linear stability analysis, and the static stability
limit concept are considered to be applicable.

It is conventional practice in the analysis of flight measurements to interpret trim and
stability changes from plots of 8e r. CL rather than 8e v. V since, in the absence of velocity-
dependent and non-linear aerodynamic terms, the plots v. CL are linear while those against speed
are parabolic. These plots are commonly referred to as "trim curves". When these restricted
assumptions do not hold, it is still mcre convenient to use CL. for the abscissa, since the non-
linear effects can readily be observed as non-linearities in the "trim curves", and the curves are
still good, if not absolute, indicators of stability; furthermore the trim capability of the elevator
is still clearly evident from the curves. The interpretation of "trim curves" is an important
analytical technique used during flight test development. It is, therefore, a major objective of this
Report to present the various effects of power in a manner which will assist this interpretation.

The theory of "manoeuvrability" which is often closely associated with "static stability",
concerns the aircraft trim conditions in steady trims or in a steady pull-up. Again quotation
marks are used to indicate this restricted use if the term manoeuvrability. The additional aero-
dynamic terms to consider are those due to pitch rate which, for a conventional aircraft, are
mainly due to an increase in local incidence at the tail. The manoeuvres are assumed to occur at
constant velocity and the main flying qualities parameters of interest are the elevator control



force and elevator control angle per g. The effect of engine power on these parameters has been
"determined in this Report and is displayed with the trim information for rectilinear flight. These
results are 'iscussed in detail in Section 8.,

For a stable conventional aircraft layout, the unsteady longitudinal motion following
a disturbance is the sum of two oscillatory modes, the phugoid and the short period mode. The
frequency and demping of these modes are required by Flying Qualities Specifications to lie
within Eiven ranges. Values for these parameters have been determined assuming a linear
variation of the lift and pitching moment with the longitoidinal state variables V, a, q and 0 at
each trim condition. The effect of power on these parameters is calculated and is discussed in
Section 8.

For an aircraft to possess good longitudina: flying qualities, it is also necessary for the
unsteady response to pilot control inputs to have specific characteristics. A number of handling
qualities parameters have been proposed as measures of control response. In Reference 4, the
ratio of normal acceleration to incidence change (n ,f/), calculated for the response when steady,
is used as well as the ratio of initial pitch acceleration to steady state normal acceleration

N'(4ons) N (0,,u3,p/n.). The left-hand side of the equivalence expression, which is developed
in Referenze 1, is often called the control anticipation parameter (CAP). For aircraft with manual
controls, the ratio of initial control force to steady normal acceleration P.e(O)Iflz,. is also an
important characteristic, as discussed in Reference 17. This parameter should be included in the
consideration of longitudinal response. However, such considerations are outside the scope of
this Report.

"3. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

A considerable amount of computation is required to determine the flying qualities
parameters described in Section 2 for a range of power effects and flight conditions with different
aircraft layouts. For this purpose, the general unsteady equations of motion of an aircraft have
been programmed on a digital computer. The program is capable of providing the following

.- information:

(a) trim conditions in steady rectilinear flight with either constant engine power or power
for level flight; -

(b) trim conditions in steady turns;
S.- (c) position of the neutral point (ha) controls fixed and controls free;

(d) position of the static stability limit (h.) controls fixed and controls free;
(e) elevator control deflection and eleva.or control force per g in steady turns;

(f) natural frequency, damping and eigenvalues for the longitudinal modes of motion;
"(g) flying qualities parameters n,/, and (4,on,,);

(h) diagram of the propeller slipstream location in relation to aircraft geometry;
Q() time histories of aircraft response to controls.

"To facilitate program development, individual contributions to the forces and moments
acting on the aircraft are calculated in separate subroutines. The aerodynamic information is
derived either from empirical design estimates using the methods of Reference 6 or, if available,
from wind tunnel or flight test measurements. Performance characteristics for a propeller in
take-off, climbing, and cruising conditions have been represented from the charts given in
Reference 7. The empirical methods given in Reference 6 are used to estimate the effects of
power on lift, drag and pitching moment. Selections can be made to allow the individual power
effects to be included separately or in any combination. Calculation of the propeller slipstrear,
locus follows the approach used in Reference 6. The slipstream is assumed to be cylindrical
with diameter equal to the propeller diameter; that is, neither contraction of the slipstream nor
distortion due to the body or wing is represented. The accuracy of this level of representation is
not indicated in Reference 6 and would be difficult to establish from available information.

Trimming of the equations of motion in steady level or steady turning flight is performed
by the subroutine POWIT. This procedum is described in Reference 8 and is an application of
Powell's "direct search" method for the solution of non-linear algebraic equations. The Newton-

S g.,.• Raphson minimisation method is used to determine the static stability limit (he) and the neutral
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point (hn) according to the requirements for (d3e/dV)= 0 and (dCm/da) = 0 respectively.
The corresponding control free values are determined from the requirements for (d8JdV) = 0
"and (dCm/da)8e.FRjEE = 0 respectively.

Dynamic mode characteristics are determined using the linear small disturbance non-
dimensional longitudinal equations (5.13.19) of Reference 1. The aerodynamic derivatives
depending upon a and V are determined numerically by assuming local linear variation about the
trim points using the full set of dynamic equations.

The aircraft design used for the study of power effects is shown in Figure 1 and geometric
details are given in Table 1. This design was selected because of its moderately high p..wer-to-
weight ratio and because aerodynamic design estimates are available in Reference 9, and flight
measured data are available in Reference 10. For the investigation a base line layout shown in
Figure 2a was defined and termcd the "standard case". This differs from the aircraft in71 Reference 9 in that the thrust axis is set at zero degrees to the aircraft horizontal reference line
and the engine, wing and tailplane are all located on the horizontal reference line. All power-on

-. results presented in the Report are based on a power of 156 kW and an aircraft mass of 1250 kg.
This gives a mass-to-power ratio of 8 kg/kW (13lb/hp) and a wing loading of 819 N/M2

(17 I lbf/ft2). As shown in Table 2, the associated thrust coefficient (CT) at CL = 1 .0 is com-
parable with, though slightly lower than, the other airc-aft listed, and the wing loading approaches
that of current military training aircraft.

TABLE I

Details of Aircraft Design from Reference 9

Wing: Span.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1Gm
•""Area .. . .... 1sms

Aspect ratio .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 6"7
Mean aerodynamic chord (MAC) .. .. .. .. .. 1.57 m

Tail: Span . . .. 3.11 m
Area . . .. .. . . 272m
Arm .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4233 nm

Fin: Area .. .. .. m2.. .. .. .. .. .. .m

A.U.W. -866 kgf

"c.g. (typical acrobatic configuration) 26.3%MAC

Inertias: Pitch 2466 kg/im
b ".Roll 1355 kg/m2Roil .. °, .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 135g/n

Yaw .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 3586 kg/mi

The "standard case" layout is used to illustrate the individual effects of power and alsc the
_V following effects of changing aircraft layout both with power on and power off:

(a) thrust axis setting angle and vertical positioni

"(b) wing setting angle and vertical position;
(c) tailplane vertical and longitudinal position;
(d) flap deflections of 0 and 20 deg.

The aircraft of Reference 9 did not possess wing flaps and so for the purpose of this study,
the single slotted flap shown in Figure 2b was defined. Its aerodynamic characteristics were deter-
mined from Reference 6 for deflections of 0 and 20 deg.

| .



FIG. 2(a) STANDARD CASE'AIRCRAFT LAYOUT
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FIG. 2(b) DETAILS OF SINLGE-SLOTTED FLAP
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TABLE 2

Typical Aircraft Thrust Coefficients

Tc - T/pV'Dps (Equation (4)); CT = T/jpV2S, (Equation (3))
Thrust is calculated assuming a propeller efficiency ot 0.6 at low speeds

Aircraft Weight Power Wing Power Values at CL = 1.0
loading loading

lOb.f) (hp) Ob.f/ft2) Ob.f/hp) V Tc CT
.* (kg.) (kW) (N/m2) (N/kW) (kn)

Tempest 13250 2520 44.00 5.26 113 0.30 0.33
6010 1879 2107 31.00

"Spitfire 9950 1490 41 6"67 110 0"19 0.27
4513 1111 1963 40.00

*Hurricane 7014 1185 27.2 5.91 89 0.30 0.37
3181 883 1302 35.30

* P-40K 7740 1000 32.0 7.74 97 0.25 0.26
3510 745.7 1532 46.20

SAt [Ref 101 1950 210 12.1 9.30 60 0.73 0-35
884 156 580 55.50

Modem military 4409 550 20.5 8.02 78 0.60 0.31
trainer 2000 410 981 47.90

"Standard case" air- 2756 210 17.1 13.10 71 0.44 0-21
Scraft (this Report) 1250 156 819 78.10

The effects of power for an aircraft layout typical of modern designs ha ve also been calculated
-"and these are discussed separately in Section 9.

*- To aid comparisons between different power effects and different aircraft layouts, a standard
"presentation has been adopted. Trim and stability characteristics have been calculated at a seiies
of speeds for c.g. positions of 25.1%Z (forward c.g.), 32.3%• (mid c.g.) and 39.6%e (aft c.g.).
The aft c.g. coincides with power-off values for h. and ha assuming a linear model, and the forward

* .c. g. is chosen to give an elevator trim range with power off, of 10 deg.
The presentation of trim characteristics is typical of that used in the flight technique for the

determinations of "static stability" and so discrete data points are plotted. However, the results
are theoretical values and do not contain any errors other than those associated with the resolu-
tion selected for the trimming and minimisation algorithms and those associated with the
graphical representation of basic data charts.

"Solid lines are used in the prestentation for the characteristics of the "standard case" layout
with power off and propeller stopped. In this case, the aerodynamic characteristics are linear and
the results are calculated using the simple theory of "static stability" and the small angle

- approiMatoeuvre characteristics are shown, firstly, as plots of control force v. g, to illustrate the
variation with incidence at a constant speed of 120 kn, and, secondly, as control force per g at
each trim condition to show the variation with speed. The manoeuvre chartaterist~cs which are
presented alongside of the "static stability" data are summarised and discussed separately in
Section 8.1.

8
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The st',ndard presentation is completed by a diagram of the slipstream location for the
low-speed case with high thrust coefficient. Figure 3 shows an example of the slipstream location

- plots for three speeds. The areas of wing and tailplane shown immersed within the slipstream
"-'4 are used in calculatiig the effects of power on lift, drag and pitching moment.

4. SMALL ANGLE ASSUMPTION

For the analysis of uircraft stability it has generally been found that satisfactory results can
be obtained by representing the aerodynamic characteristics by linear approximations. Therefore,
.d the development and use of "static stability" theory, it is usual to define a linear representation
"of the aerodynamic forces acting over a small range of the system state variables. In this study,
in which the effects of engine power are investigated, it is assumed that all power-off aerodynamic
forces are linear functions of the motion state variables and control deflections and that the
following effects, which can cause non-linear variations in the aerodynamics, are absent:

(a) Reynulds number;

(b) compressibility;

(c) aeroelasticity.

Furthermore, it is assumed that the tail lift due to elevator deflection, is represented by a change
in lift coefficient at the tail aerodynamic centre with zero change in zero lift pitching moment.

"Ao However, the small angle assumption rejarding wing and tail incidence is not made in this study;
hence the lift and drag forces are taken to act normal and parallel to the mean local flow'directions
respectively.

" "Figure 4 shows that, for the "standard case", when the small angle assumption is not
4, -invoked, the changes in the trim curves and static stability limit (h.) are very small compared with

the linear model. This result doe3 not apply, as shown later in Section 6.2, when the vertical
"C I distance between wing aerodynamic centre and aircraft c.g. position is nor-zero.

The assumptions listed above ensure that, for the "standard case", power off and propeller
* stopped, the "static stability" characteristics are substantially linear. The effects of power can

then be compared to a base line configuration which has linear characteristics.

. D3CUSSION OF THE EFFECTS OF POWER ON LONGITUDINAL STABILITY

The power effects on propeller-driven aircraft can be divided into the following main
S- components:

(1) Propeller axial force--This fore contributes a lift component when it is not coincident
with the velocity vector and a pitching moment if its line of action does not pass through
the aircraft c.g.

(2) Propeller normal force, when the propeller is at incidence to the velocity vector-This
effect contributes a lift force, a small thrust force, and a pitching moment about the air-

".0 craft c.g.

"* ,'% (3) Increase in dynamic pressure and change in local wing-body incidence due to the
propeller slipstream and normal force respectively-These effects result in changes to

-\• w~ng-body lift, drag and pitching moment.

(4) Increase in downwash behind the wing due to propeller normal force and slipstream effects
" 64A .on the centre portion of the wing and fuselage.

, (5) Increase in dynamic pressure at the tailplane.

'! • The distribution of dynamic head and downwash and the effects of slipstream swirl at the
tailplane are not represented in the model. Only the mean effective values for these quantities

6'1 .are computed from the empirical estimation methods.

10
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M .51 rm1 t Coefficdet

Since the main force produced by the propeller is the axial thrust force, it is useful to define
' - a thrust coefficient with which to characterise the power effects.

The thrust force is normally non-dimensionalised using wing area in order that it stiould
be directly comparable with the drag coefficient, i.e.

CT - T/MpV 2SS. (3)
In the theory and measurement of propeller performance it is more usnal to define a thrust

coefficient based on propeller diameter (Dp) and rpm (N), i.e. for the static case

Tc 7'pNtDp', (4)

or for the forward speed case

TCO' - T/pV'DpS. (5)

.. *.: 10, For the testing of powered models in wind tunnels, it is necessary, as discussed in Reference
10, to reproduce the thrust coefficient exactly, and the most appropriate coefficient to use is CT.

. Since the propeller efficiency is given by:

"p -TV/P (6)

then thrust (T) can be written as a function of velocity(V)

T - ,PP/V (7)

~Th:so that
C•i pPA/jpVS-. (8)

"The effects of power on stability are usually greatest where the thrust coefficient, and hence
"the axial velocity of the slipstream, is greatest. Equation (8) shows that these effects will be largest

-- *~ at low speeds, assuming i~p and P are reasonably constant.
It is useful for the wind tunnel representation of power and for flight test analysis to deter-

. "mine CT as a function of trimmed flift coeffizcient (CL). For an aircraft in steady rectilinear flight,

V - (Wcos y/lPSWCL) 112 . (9)

Assuming that the flight path angle (y) is small, then CT can be approximated for the purpose
of this discussion by:

I2" , C.--
S. "•..CT .= (e p 1(WISw)112. (I0)

For constant-speed propellers, the power remains approximately constant, and blade angle varies
such that propeller efficiency tends to increase with speed, i.e. decrease with trim CL. Therefore,
CT increases at less than the three-halves power of CL (as shown in Fig. 5) and is inversely pro-
portional to the square root of the wing loading. Equation 10 shows that the power effects, for
a given power-to-weight ratio in trimmed flight, will be greatest for high lift coefficients and low
wing loading and for sca level conditiois; that is, conditions necessary for flight at low speeds.

Table 2 shows a comparison of the thrust coefficient for a number of single-engine aircraft.
It is noteworthy that, although the fighter aircraft of the 1940s had large power-to-weight ratios,
their high wing loadings gave lower in-flight thrust coefficients than current basic training air-
craft. However, large power effects occurred during take-off because of the associated low speeds.

7 The effects of power would only satisfy the assumptions in the simple theory of "static
/ % "stability" if they resulted in lift forces and pitching moments which were linear functions of
4: .-* incidence. However, as shown above, the power effects and consequently their effect on lift and

pitching moment also change with velocity (V). In general the power effects are non-linear func-
tions of the longitudinal motion state variables: velocity (V), incidence (at), pitch rate (q) and
also of the control variables power lever setting (PL), rpm setting and elevator position (Se).
These variations are reflected in non-linearities in the trim curves of 8e v. CL and in the manoeuvre
characteristics, control force and control deflection per g.

. 1o.-"12
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In Sections 5.2-5.7 the natur,: and magnitude of the individual power effects will be described
and their effect or, longitudinal trim, stability and "manoeuvre" characteristics will be illustrated.
The individual effects cannot be summed algebraically since many of the effects interact. For

"-% example, the change in slipstream locus due to propeller normal force alters the slipstream effect
on ihe wing and tail contribution. In Section 5.7 the combined effects of power are illustrated
and also the result of accumulating the power effects in the order listed in Section 5 is presented.

S ;.'- 5.2 Pmrpelle Alial Force

The forces acting on a propeller are generally presented in terms of the axial force (or thrust),I%.o.
, ",. the normal force, and a moment. Reference 11 shows that these forces can be represented by a

lift and a drag force acting at an aerodynamic centre slightly forward of the propeller disc. For
the case in which the thrust axis acts through the aircraft c.g., e.g. the "standard case", the
aircraft trim characteristics will be altered by the propeller axial force in two ways:

(a) The axial force will contribute a lift component normal to the velocity vector given by

ACL CT sin airt. (I1)

Since WTH and CL are approximately linearly re!ated in trimmed rectilinear flight and
CT and CL. are approximately linearly related, as shown in Figure 5, then ACL will tend
towards a parabolic variation with CL.

(b) The component of axial force parallel to the velocity vector will alter the net logitudinal
force and hence, will change the flight path angle (V) compared with the value in power-off

.- • -. Bight.
Using the standard equations for trimmed rectilinear flight:

CT cos CTH-CD
T a ntangle CT sin a6Ti + CL'(

J .o

S : The change in flight path angle due to power is shown in Figure 6 as a function of
"velocity V for the "standard case" aii-craft layout.

Component (a) contributes an incremental lift force at a given aircraft velocity and hence, a
reduction in incidence is required to maintain rectilinear flight, and a smaller negative elevator
angle will be required to maintain trim. However, since the axial force passes through the c.g.,

%"•.•,it does not contribute a pitching moment and so the relationship between pitching moment and

the state variables a and V remains unchanged, and hence, "static stability" is not changed.
Component (b) produces a similar effect in that, for a given aircraft velocity, the CL required

for rectilinear liight varies with flight path angle. Aircraft incidence and elevator angle are
adjusted accordingly, but "static stability" is not changed.

In both cas~s the changes in trim angle are related to the pitch stiffness (-Cm.) and so
are greatest at forward c.g. as shown in Figure 7b, while h. and h. remain unchanged as shown
"in Figure 7c. When the propeller thrust line does not pass through the aircraft c.g., substantial

changes in stabilit can occur, as will be shown in Section 6.1.

,%'. 5.3 Propeller N Force

A running pro jeller produces a normal force (Np) which depends upon the incidence of the
flow to the propel er and on the thrust. The estimation of Np in this study is taken from
Reference 6 and is based on the results presented in Refercnce 31 (1944). This Reference shows
that, for small incidence angles, the propeller normal force coefficient may be represented as:

Cup - oCnap/•,p),p (13)

where Ca, is based on propeller disc area. aCnofpap is presented in Reference 6 as a function of
propeller characteristics and thrust coefficient.

The contribution to lift will have a small but similar effect to the lift component of axial
"force, but there will also be a significant pitching moment contrbution which will affect trim
and stability.

"14
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For a propeller with aerodynamic centre distance x, ahead of the aircraft c.g., the propeller
"pitching moment coefficient is given by

Sp Xp CPCmp = S- np (14)

If the propeller is mounted close to the wing, the piopeller incidence will be modified by
wing upwash, so that:

p = O"C-" (15)

The pitching moment due to propeller normal ,',rce is then given by:

Cmp S!P LXýC p +P.(16)S-w e Datp

Since X.,paep is a function of CT, then in rectilinear flight, Equation (16) shows that Crp is a
function of both state variables V and a, and so will produce a pitching moment variation with

,t trim CL tending towards parabolic. This variation is reflected in the "trim curves" presented in
Figure 8b. The slopes of the "trim curves" are a good guide to the level of longitudinal stability,
and as Figure 8b shows, propeller normal force produces a reduction in trim curve slope at high
CL'S, indicating a reduction in stability. However, this information does not permit incidence
or aircraft velocity effects to be distinguished. Assuming linear characteristics about each trim
point, as discussed in Section 2, the propeller normal force contribution to pitch stiffness is
given by:

S--Cmp =a) =- - (I +( ep/dm). (17)§w e Dap

All terms on the right-hand side of Equation (17) excepting xp are posi'ive. Therefore propeller
normal force produces a reduction in pitch stiffness, which is largest at large values of DCn1 /Uap,
i.e. large CT, which is given by large power at low speeds. For the "standard case" this reduction
leads to a forward movement of hn of 2%e at high speeds and 3%e at low speeds as shown in
Figure 8c. The derivative (DCnp/DOep) increases with increasing CT, therefore the propeller normal
force will produce negative values for the derivatives Cmv and CL,. For the "standard case"
these speed effects lead to a static stability limit (h.) 0.5%e ahead of hn, as shown in Figure8c.

In summary, for a propeller located at a distance ahead of the e.g. and supplying large thrust,
there is a significant change in trim, and a reduction in stability due to the propeller normal force.
This reduction is primarily an incidence rather than a speed effect.

With power off but with the propeller windmilling, a normal force is produced which leads
to a similar, but smaller reduction in stability, as shown in Figures 8g--i.

5.4 Effect of a Running Propeller on the Wing-Body Aerod)namic Ciaracteristics

A running propeller ahead of the wing-body combination causes the following effects
to occur:

(a) An .increase in the effective zero lift pitching moment (Cmo) due to, increased dynamic
pressure, and to changes in the flow characteristics over the portion of the wing and
body affected by the slipstream.

(b) A reduction in the local incidence due to the downwash associated with the propeller
normal force.

(c) An increase in lift due to increased dynamic pressure over the portion of the wing and
body affected by the slipstream.

The estimation of contributions (a) to (c) is from Reference 6 which uses information from
Reference 14. In this study the change in effective Cm0 is assumed to be due to the change in
dynamic pressure alone, sinre the estimation of the effect of changes in flow pattern due to
propeller slipstream generally requires ý,md tunnel measurements to give reliable results. For
a normal wing-body combination Cm, is negative, so the effect of the slipstream is to introduce
an increasing nose-down moment as CT increases with decreasing aircraft velocity (V). This

• " "" - :I - .--
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results in a positive value of Cmr and an increase in stability as shown by the increase in h.
*m Figure 9c. The pitch stiffness and hence ho are not altered.

Effect (b) may be interpreted in two ways: Firstly, from consideration of the simple theory of
"static stability", the neutral point is defined as the c.g. position for zero pitch stiffness and is
given by:

h= ho+PCL.,ICL.}l-- 1I) (IS)
where ho is the wing-body aerodynamic centre. Effect (b) reduces the change in local lift for a
given change in incidence and so effectively decreases the wing-body lit curve slope CL.. This
will lead to an increase in ha, as shown by Equation (18) and hence, to an increase in h,. In the
second interpretation, it may be considered that to achieve a given change in lift, a greater
incidence change is required; hence a greater restoring moment will be provided by the tailplane.
Since propeller normal force also depends upon CT then local wing incidence will also vary with
aircraft velocity (V). The variation leads to positive values for CLr and Ca.r which give an
increase in the static stability limit (hs).

Effect (c) results in similar changes to effect (b) but with opposite signs. The increase in
dynamic head over the portion of the wing and body affected by the slipstream, results in an
increase in wing-body lift curve slope CL. Th's leads to a decrease in h., as shown by Equation
(18), and also to further decreases in h. since the contributions to CLv and Cmv are negative.

The net effect of (a), (b) and (c) is illustrated in Figure 10. Both ha and h, are decreased;
the reductions due to velocity exceeding those due to incidence.

A further effect, which is configuration-dependent, is caused by the change in the area of wing
and body immersed within the slipstream as the trim condition changes. For a low-wing aircraft
with a forward-mounted propeller for example, the effect of dynamic head on C,9 and Cr. will - --

change as the wing emerges from the slipstream. The magnitudes of the individual changes to
"ho and he due to the wing-body effects identified, are given in Table 3 for the "standard case"
for CL = 0.. For this condition, the rate of change of immersed wing and body area with

* incidence is small. Considered individually, certain wing-body power effects are large, but the
, net change in stability, for the "standard case" considered, is small. These increments are deter-

mined in the presence of propeller axial and normal force effects, and are shown in context later
as the change from Curve 2 to Curve 4 in Figures 14a and 14b.

TABLE 3

Breakdown of Wing-Body Contributions for CL 0.3
"Standard case", maximum power, CL - 0"8

Individual wing body effects % e % e

(a) Change in effective Cm, due to dynamic head .. .. 0 +1-0
(b) Change in local incidence due to propeller "normal" force +1-75 +-2-5
(c) Change in effective CLx. due to dynamic head .. .. -2.5 -5.25

Net effect .. .. .. --0-75 -175

5.5 Effect of Power on Downwash at the Tallplane

The downwash at the tailplane, and its rate of change with incidence and with aircraft
velocity, all change with power. The changes are caused firstly, by the lift generated by the pro-
peller, as discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.4, and secondly by the changes in Eft en the winpt and
body described in items (b) and (c) of Section 5.4. For single-engine aircraft, a substantial pc:tion

"* of the tailplane lies within this modified downwash field. This results in changes to both
'4 incidence (a), and aircraft velocity (P), dependent pitching moments. The change in downwash

with power is estimated from Refe-,nce 6 as a change in the mean effective downwash acting on
the tailplane. The downwash distribution, which can vary significantly across the span, is not
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represented. The accuracy of the technique for estimating downwash is not indicated in
Reference 6. To obtain estimates with engineering accuracy, it is usually necessary to carry out
powered model tests.

The effect of power is to increase the rate of change of mean effective downwash with
incidence (Ua), which decreases pitch stiffness and results in a forward movement of h. as
shown in Figure I lc.

The increase in CT with decrease in V results in an increase in lift coefficient on the wing and
;! body and hence an increase in downwash. This effect produces a negative increment in Car
/. and a small positive increment in CLv which results in a substantial reduction in h. as shown in
*. 'Fipure 11c. For trimmed rectilinear flight, the downwash changes with incidence, and with
Saircraft velocity, give trim curves with a gentle curvature, as shown in Figure I lb.

It is shown later (in Figures 14a and 14b) that the increase in downwash is one of the main
destabilising power effects, and is a major cause of the "flattening" of the trim curves at high CL,
A characteristic which is common in flight measurements.

For the "standard case", the results show that the aircraft velocity-related (V) effects are as
significant as the incidence-.elated (a) effects. Consequently "static stability" will be degraded
more than "manotuvrability" by this effect.

/ /The irregular variation in the h. curve at CL - 0" 55 (and to a lesser extent in the ha curve)
arises from a small discontinuity in the slopes of the thrust curves from Reference 7, where the
data changes from climb to cruise .onditions. These discontinuities are magnified when the
derivatives associated with h. and hn are calculated numerically.

5.6 Effects of Power on Dynamic Pressure at the Tailplane

For the portion of the tailplane within the propeller slipstream, there is a net increase in
the dynamic pressure with increasing power. In practice this increase will not be uniform because
of non-uniformity of the flow leaving the propeller, of swirl in the slipstream, and the presence of
the wing and body. As discussed in Section 3, this level of detail is not included in the estimation
methods.

Assuming linear aerodynamic characteristics, the tailplane lift characteristics, which are
discussed in this Section, and the hinge moment characteristics, which are discussed in Section 7,
can be expressed as:

c,. -LT + ;- T+ B JV
(19) 'I

H C HO+ CH + aT + -X . O+- 8CR
where r W- at+iT-E,

and Ir = tailplane setting angle,
-. = elevator angle,

3, - trim tab angle.

"Estimates for the effects of power, which are taken from Reference 5, assume that the aero-
dynamic coefficients in Equation (19) are all increased in proportion to the mean effective
dynamic pressure ratio. Little information is available on the accuracy of this assumption.

\* The present discussion is confined to controls fixed stability; the case with the elevator
. free to float under the action of the hinge moments, i.e. the controls free case, is treated

separately in Section 7. Since the dynamic pressure ratio acts as a multiplier to Equztion (19),
the tailplane lift will depend upon the magnitude of the dynamic pressure, and will change as the
dynamic pressure changes with aircraft velocity (V) and incidence (a). The effective tailplane
lift curve slope, CrT.w, is proportional to the dynamic pressure ratio, and so an increase in
power will give an increase in tail effectiveness and, hence, an increase in pitch stiffness. As
aircraft velocity (V) decreases and CT increases, the total lift force on the tail will alter inproportion to the increase in dynamic pressure. If the net tailplane lift is upwards, then decreas-
ing V will result in a nose-down pitching moment, giving a positive Cmv increment, which as
discussed in Section 2, is stabilising. Conversely if the net tailplane lift is downwards, the Cmv
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contribution will be negative and hence destabilising. With flaps ze.o, most conventional air-
craft experience a down tail load only at high speeds where power effects are small. With flaps -*

deflected, the tailplane may carry a download at all speeds, and in this case, the derabilising effect
of aircraft velocity on dynamic pressure ratio may be substantial.

Depending upon the relative positions of the tailplane and slipstream, it is possible for the
mean effective dynamic pressure ratio to vary also with changes in incidence. For example, if
the tailplane enters the slipstream as aircraft incidence is increased to maintain rectilinear flight,
and the tailplane is carrying a down!oad, then pitch stiffness, and hence stability will be reduced.
The influence of tailplane location in the presence of power and with wing flaps deflected is
discussed in Section 6, and an example of the destabilising effect of dynamic pressure is given
in Section 9.

For the "standard case", the tailplane load becomes negative only at high speeds. At these
speeds, the increase in effective tail lift curve slope more than compensates for the destabilising
effects due to tailplane download, as shown in Figure 12c. At low speeds the tailplane load is
upwards but, as Figure 12d shows, the tailplane emerges from the slipstream at these speeds and
so causes a substantial reduction in stability (as shown in Figure 12c).

Because the acCIracy of the slipstream representation used in this Report is difficult to
establish, the magnitude of the changes, demonstrated in Figure 12c, should only be regarded as.
indicative of the nature of the changes that could occur in practice.

5.7 Combined Power Effects
The summation of the power effects previously described, is shown in Figure 13 for the

"standard case" aircraft layout. The results are characterised by a substantial decrease in the A
static stability limit (he) with power at low speeds. The effects are larger than the flight-meabared
effects shown in Reference 56 for several single-engine propeller-driven aircraft. However, as
will be indicated in Section 9, this is partly due to the rather unusual layout of the "standard
case" aircraft in which propeller, wing, and tail, are located at the same height. " *

At maximum power and maximum CL, the reduction in h,, compared with the power-off
case, is 13 %-o while the reduction in hn is I I %•. The reduction in stability is also reflected in the
trim curves as an upwards divergence from the power-off case as CL increases. As illustrated
in the previous Sections, the major causes of the reduction in stability arw, in order of severity,
the effect of power on: (i) downwash, (ii) dynamic head at the tailplane, (iii) propeller normal.
force and (iv) wing-body characteristics. These contributions are illustrated in Figures 14a ind.
14b which show the change in he and hn as the power effects are accumulated in the order discussed ).

in Sections 5.2-5.6. For the "standard case", the normal beneficial effect of power on tailplane
dynamic head is not sustained at high CL because of the emergence of the tailplane from the
slipstream as incidence increases.

Although the ne. difference between h, and ho is only approximately 2%e, it can be seen from
Figures 14a and 14b that larger difference. ovmur in the individual effects. This observation is
emphasized by the results for the wing-body effects, which were presented in Table 3 in Section 5.3.

The loss in pitch stiffnr.s with increasing incidence is also evident in the control force per
g measurements. The control force decreases with increasing g as shown in Figure 13e for
V = 120 kn, and the Ig control force per g values decrease with decreasinp, trim speed, as shown
in Figure 13f.

Because of the idealised representation of the slipstream used in this Report, and the par-
ticular features of the "standard case" layout, the net power effects demonstrated are larger than
is usually experienced. Results for a more typical aircraft layout are presented and discussed in
Section 9.

6. EFFECT OF POWER ON LONGITUDINAL STABILITY WITH CHANG"S
IN AIRCRAFr LAYOUT AND CONFIGURATION

6.1 Thrust Axis Setting Angle and Vertical Position

A common method of increasing longitudinal stability power on, is to incline the thrust
axis nose down, so that the moment arm about the aircraft c.g. gives an increasing nose-down
pitching moment with increasing thrust coefficient, CT. Therefore, for rectilinear flight, a positive
increment in Cm , is produced which moves he rearwards. This direct effect produces no change
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"in pitch stiffness and hence none in h.. This design capability may be useful where there is a
need to increase "static stability" without changing "manoeuvrability".

SBecause of secondary effects, the expected improvement in "static stability" may not be
realised. To illustrate these secondary effects, calculations have been made for two cases: In the
"first case (Figs 15 and 16), the thrust line is inclined 5 deg. nose down to the horizontal body
reference line and, in the second case (Figs. 15 and 17), the thrust axis is raised 0-235 m to
give the same thrust moment arm as the first case, for a c.g. location of 40%,6. The power-oflr
effects due to these changes are negligible and so are not presented. Figure 15d shows that the
rne# effect of inclinin•e the thrust axis 5 deg. is to increase he by approximately 3j%/ at all speeds,
while the net effect of raising the thrust line is to increase he by I %e at high spi, Is an.4 !%e at
low speeds. In both cases, the direct thrust effect in isolation will increase he by 2Je at high

*'speeds and 31%e at low speeds with maximum power. The net changes due to secondary effects
arise from small changes in the different power effects discussed in Section 5. These are mainly
caused by the difference in slipstream loci as shown in Figure 15f. For the raised thrust line, the
slipstream locus is simply displaced. For the inclined thrust line, the propeller normal force
variation is displaced with respect to incidence, compared with the "standard case". Consequently
"the deflection of the slipstream through the propeller at a given incidence will be different. The
resulting changes to the various power effects, though small, are detailed below.

As discussed in Section 5.3, the variation of propeller normal force with CL in rectilinear
flight is approximately parabolic. With the thrust axis inclined downwards 5 deg. the propeller
operates over a lower incidence range and the maximum reduction due to this effect is 0"5 %
less than for the ". .andard case", as shown by comparison of Figures 14a and 16a. For the raised
thrust line, the propeller normal force contribution does not change.

As discussed in Section 5.4, the downwash due to propeller normal force results in an increase
in stability due to its influence on wing-body lift-curve slope. Because of the lover propeller

- * normal force with the inclined thrust axis, this increase will be less. Comparison of Figures 14c
iJ ~~~and 16a indicates that the net reduction in he due to the propeller plus wing-body effect, is I %e -:-less than for the "standard case". Very little change would be expected from the effect of dynamic

"pressure on wing-body Cmo and CL. since Figure 1f shows that, the area immersed within the
slipstream has hardly changed. Consequently, most of the change is attributed to propeller
normal force and associated downwash. Comparison of Figures 14a and 17a shows that, for the
raised thrust line, the reduction in he due to propeller and wing-body effects is 0.5%i less than
for the "standard case" at a trim CL of 0.8. This can be attributed to the smaller area of wing
and body immersed within the slipstream, as shown in Figure 15f.

Comparison of Figures 16a and 17a with Figure 14a shows that, with both the inclined '

thrust axis and the raised thrust axis, the effect of power on downwash, as indicated by the
difference between curves 4 and 5, is virtually the same as for the "standard case". However, the
effect of power on tailplane dynamic head, indicated by the difference between curves 5 and 0,

is virtually unchanged for the inclined thrust case, but reduces h, compared with the "standard
case" when the thrust axis is raised.

In summary, for the aircraft layout considered, the expected improvement in "statc stability"c
due to inclining the thrust axis is modified only ;iightly due to secondary power effects. For the
raised thrust line, only 50 % of the expected imp rovement is realised at low speeds, due to a less
favourable slipstream location at the tailplane.

6.2 Wing Setting Angle &W Vertical Position

Wing setting angle is determined by general de ign considerations such as enb. "ng minimum
drag in the cruise, providing good pilot visibility fo landing, or, in the case of passenger aircraft,
maintaining the fuselage approximately horizontal in cruising flight. Normally the wing setting
angle lies in the range I to 3 deg.

In the simple theory of "static stability", wing setting angle by itself does not affect pitch
stiffness and hence does not change longitudinal stability. The main design consideration is the

'I -maintenance of a satisfactory elevator operating range, usually by adjustment of tailplane setting
angle. In practice, both trim and stability characteristics are altered both with power off and power
on. These effects are illustrated in Figures 18 and 19 for the "standard case" using wing setting \ 2
angles from I to 3 deg.
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Figures 18f and 19f show that, with different wing setting angles, the tailplane is placed in a
different location relative to both wing-wake and downwash field. With power off, the larger
setting angle gives a slightly smaller downwash gradient giving an increase in ho of 0.25%e,
as shown in Figure 18e. With power on, additional stability changes occur as detailed below,
when wing setting angle is increased.

(a) At a given CL, the propeller incidence will be lower and, as described in 6.1 for the
inclined thrust axis, this alters the propeller and wing-body contribur'ons slightly.
However, the net effect of the•c changes for the "standard case" is small and h. is
increased by less than 0.25%•.

(b) The increase in wing setting angle will increase the combined wing-body zero lift pitching
moment (Cm). This will increase the derivative Cm.v and increase ho as discussed in
Section 5.4. However, the increase in Cmo due to an increase in win- setting angle of
2 deg. is calculated (from Ref. 6) to be only 7.5%. Calculations, not plotted, show that
this increase gives a negligibly small increas: in h..

(c) The effect of power-on downwash is calculated in Reference 6 as a function of the
power-off downwash. Therefore, the slightly more, favourable tail location with the
3 deg. wing setting will lead to a smaller power effect on downwash. As with power
effects (a) and (b), these changes are not significant for the "standard case", giving less
than 0.25%e increase in h,.

(d) The only significant change with power results from the increased area of the tailplane
immersed within the slipstream as shown in Figure 19f. This contribution increases
hs by 2%e at low speed, reducing to zero at 100kn and above, as shown in Figure 19d.

The relative position of the slipstream and vertical tailplane location will be shown (in
Section 6.3) to result in large changes in stabilit', with power. Changing wing setting angle does
give a limited capability to alter this relationship even though it may be an unattractive design
option.

Of more importance than wing setting angle is the vertical position of the wing in relation
to the aircraft thrust line, vertical c.g. location, and tailplane height. As will be demonstrated,
significant stability changes occur both with power off and power on.

The power-off effects are greate3t at low speeds and were clearly described in Reference 14
in 1938. When the wing aerodynamic centre is displaced vertically from the aircraft c.g., an
additional pitching moment arises due to the change in the wing lift moment arm with changes
in incidence (a). Since lift is proportional to incidence and the moment arm is proportional to
sin a, the total effect results in a parabolic variation of pitching moment with incidence. For a
low wing the effect is destabilising, while the reverse is true for a high wing. Figure 20 shows the

-results for a wing positioned plus and minus 0.3 m about the "standard case"-position. The
trim curves in Figure 20b show clearly the characteristic upward curvature for low wings and the
downward curvature for high wings. Figures 20d and 20e show that h. and hn are identical,
indicating that the change in stability is entirely due to changes in pitch stiffness. For the
"standard case" with a low wing, h, is decreased by zero at high speed, to 7 %o, at low speed. For
low wing aircraft with low wing sweep, lateral-directional flying qualities requirements generally
lead to aircraft designs with significant wing dihedral. Assuming elliptical spanwise wing loading
then the height of the wing aerodynamic centre above the wing root is given as a function of
dihedral angle by

=Z - f(b/#r) tan r. (20) Y

For the low wing.case consickdred above, a dihedral angle of 5 deg. and the associated change in
vertical c.g. would reduce the vertii!l moment arm and the calculated changes in he by approxi-
mately 40%. •

The aircraft drag force will also contribute a moment about the aircraft c.g. However, since '

the drag moment arm is proportional to cos a, tha variation of moment with incidence is small
compared with that duc to lift. For the low wing configuration considered above, the drag
component is stabilising but increases ha and ho by less than 0.2%e,.

The downwash field at the tailplane is also altered by a change in wing height. For the low
wing considered, the associated downwash field giv. a value of h. which is 1%e larger than for
the "standard case".
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With power on, the only significant change in stability associated with the low wing, is a
reducti,•n in the wing-body destabilizing effect arising from the smaller areas of wing and body
immersed within the slipstream, as shown in Figure 21f. The change in downwash gradient with
power is the same as that for the "standard case" and, since the slipstream location is not sig-
nificantly altered, the effect of dynamic head at the tailplane is little different from the "standard , V

. case". The net effects of power for the low-wing layout are shown in Figure 21d. At low speeds,
power reduces h. by 9 %e compared with a 10 oe reduction for the "standard case". The large
changes in h. for this layout are unlikely to occur in practice, since dihedral angle will attenuate
the low-wing effect and a more typical tailplane location, as considered in Section 9, will reduce
the effects of power on stability.

6.3 Tailplan Vertical and Leongituial Position

Tne effect of downwash and slipstream dynamic head at the tailplane has been shown in

Section 5 to produce significant changes in longitudinal stability. Consequently, the vertical
location of the tailplane in relation to the downwash field and to the slipstream, is an important
design parameter. Reference 15 gives a striking example of an aircraft, which when initially tested, -

had a power-on neutral point forward of the aircraft forward c.g. limit of 20%e. The tailplane
was then moved out of the slipstream, by giving it 13 deg. of dihedral with the result that the
aircraft became stable at the aft c.g. limit of 38%e.

To aid the following discussions, the variations in downwash and dynamic head with tail-
plane position, as predicted by the estimation methods of Reference 6, are summarised below.

(a) With power off, a reduction in downwash results when the tail arm increases, or when the
normal distance between the tailplane and the extended wing chord line increases; the
method assumes no change with tailplane span.

(b) The incremental increase in downwash with power decreases, when the power-off down-
wash decreases, or when the normal distance between the tailplane and the extended
thrust line increases.

(c) The incremental change in lift due to slipstream dynamic head decreases when the
distance between the tailplane and the slipstream centreline increases, and when the
area of tailplane immersed within the slipstream decreases.

Figures 22 and 23 show the effect of changing the tailplane height ±O-- 5 m about the
"standard case" location. With power off, the high tail gives an increase in h. of 2J%e at high -

speeds and 3J%e at low speeds, compared with the low tail.This increase is due to the reduction
in downwash gradient (D/ep) as tail height increases. With power on, the tail height has a major
influence on he, as shown in Figures 23 and 24. For tail positions including that of the "standard
case" and below, power produces a reduction in h. of between 2 Ye and 4%o• at high speeds,
and of I 1%% at low speeds. The composition of these net effects has been describ-ed in detail in
Section 5. For tailplane locations above the "standard case" location, the reduction in hA with

power becomes progressively less as height is increased. For the highest position considered,
that is 0-6 m above the "standard case", the net reduction in he due to power is 2%e at high
speeds and zero at low speeds. The composition of these changes is illustrated in Figure 25, in
which the accumulated results of the power effects (taken in the order listed in Section 5) are
presented. With power off, the high tail gives an increase in f. of approximately 1 Ye at all speeds,
due to reduce downwash gradient compared with the "standard case". With power on, the direct
propeller and wing-body contributions are unchanged from the "standard case". The change in
downwash gradient due to power is less for the high tail, and increases ho by 1 %• at almost all

.* speeds compared with the "standard case". By far the largest change in he arises from the increase
in effectiveness of the high tail at low speeds, due to its location at the centre of the slipstream,
as shown in Figure 23f. In contrast with the "standard case", the tailplane do-i not emerge
from the slipstream at low speeds, but provides an increase in he of up to 7J%e.

In summary, the large reduction in stability with power for the "standard case" aircraft
layout is removed when the tailplane is raised 0. 5 m. This is due primarily to an increase in
tailplane effectiveness, because of its more favourable location within the slipstream, and to a less
extent, to a reduction in downwash gradient. In practice the downwash and dynamic head distri-
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bution in the slipstream differ from the idealised representation used in this Report. While the
general trends indicated by the results are likely to exist in practice, the magnitude of the changes
may not be as large as those predicted.

It is generally more convenient, and it is accepted practice, to consider the longitudinal
tll position as part of the tail volume coefficient R. In the absence of downwash and slipstream
influences, increasing P by increasing tail arm or tailplane area, increases longitudinal stability.
However, when the effects of power aem included, this simple relation no longer exists.

Two cases will be considered. In Case A, P is fixed, while tail arm and tail area are varied
accordingly. In Case B, tail area is fixed while tail arm is varied resulting in varying F. In both
cases, tailplane chord remains constant.

The change in stability for Case A with the "standard case" ;P of 0-49, and with tail arm
varying ±0 -'6 m is shown in Figures 26 and 27. As tail arm increases, the power-off he increases
by 201.e as a result of reduced downwash gradient. With power on, the change in he, although
large, is similar for long and short tail arms at low speeds. The composition of these effects
follows the pattern described in Section 5 for the "standard case". At high speeds, the reduc-
tion in h. with power, is 4 %t¶ greater for the short tail arm than for the long tail arm as shown in
Figure 27d. The reduced effcct of power with the long tail arm is due, firstly, to the more
favourable downwash field and, secondly, because tailplane span is reduced with increasing
tail arm for constant F, a larger proportion of-the tail is immersed in the slipstream. These
benefits are not maintained at low speeds because the tail emerges from the slipstream,
and for the long tail arm, this represents a larger proportion of the tail area, than for the short
tail arm.

The change in stability for Case B is shown in Figures 28 and 29 in which tail area is fixed
at the "standard case" value, and tail arm is varied ±- 0.6 m giving a variation in V of 0.42 to
0.56. With power off, the long tail arm increases he by 7 %e compared with the short tail arm. This
is due to a combination of increased Pand also to a more favourable downwash field. Comparison
of Figures 28d and 29d shows that applying full power reduces h. by 1 %e at high speeds for both
tail arms, but gives a 4%e greatc, reduction at low speeds for the long tail arm. The increase in
P with the long tail arm, would be expected to magnify the reduction in stability, due to power
effects at the tailplane. However, at high speeds, this is offset by the more favourable down-
wash field, while at low speeds, the large value of P7 magnifies the loss in stability due to the tail-
plane emerging from tL.- slipstream.

In summary, increasing tail arm, with either fixed P or fixed tail area increases power-off
stability. However, for the "standard case," the increases are not maintained at low speeds with
power on, due to emergence of the tailplane from the slipstream. Although the value of h. is
increased at all speeds with increased tail arm, the variation of h. with speed is also increased,
and this can be a disadvantage, as discussed in Section 8.

Reference 16 describes wind tunnel tests on a model with various values of P, tail arm and
tailplane area. The results showed an unexpected increase in downwash gradient with increasing
tail arm for the power on case. The cause of this result could not be explained, and is an illus-
tration of an effect which would not be predicted by the current empirical design formulae.

6.4 Effect of Flap Deffuctia

The aerodynamic contributions due to the slotted flap shown in Figure 2b are calculated
from the empirical formula given in Reference 6. The following effects have been represented:

ýa) change in wing lift ACLr-the lift curve slope is assumed to be unchanged;
(b) change in wing pitching moment ACor--the wing aerodynamic centre is assumed to

be unchanged;
(c) change in wing drag ACD--the change in induced drag factor has been ignored;
(d) change in downwash at the tailplane Acr due to increased inboard wing loading.
The change in trim due to lowering the flap 20 deg. is shown in Figure 30b for the power-off

case. The changes due to the contributions listed above are as follows:
ACmF is negative, because of increased lift at the rear of the wing, so up-elevator is required

for trim. However, A, is positive and its effect is trimmed by a down-elevator movement. To
maintain constant lift, aircraft incidence is reduced, which will reduce the nose-up pitching
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moment from the windmilling propeller. This will be trimmed by a small up-elevator change.
The effect of ACDF depends on the vertical c.g. position, but is generally small compared with
"the other contributions.

-The net trim change due to these individual effects is; an increase An down elevator of approxi-
S, mately 2 deg. (as shown in Fig. 30b), and a small push force on the control column of between

, 4 and 10 N (1 and 2 lbf) depending on the speed. These trim changes are approximately the same
for all c.g. positions.

The change in stability due to deflecting the flaps 20 deg. with power off is very small, as
shown in Figure 30d. This reduction is due to a change in the downwash gradient at the tailplane,
caused by increased aerodynamic loading on the inboard portion of the wing and by a change

4, in the tailplane location with respect to the wing wake, at a given CL.
The change in trim due to lowering the flaps with power on is small, and is less than for the

power-off case, as shown by comparing Figures 30b and 31b. The small net trim -hanges are the
result of much larger changes due to individual power effects. Cmp, is effectively increased due
to increased dynamic head over the wing and body, and is trimmed by a large up-elevatir move-
ment. Opposing this change is a down-elevator movement. This is required to oppose the effects
of increased downwash arising from the effect of slipstream on the flapped portion of the wing.
In addition, the net download on the tailplane required for trimming in the flapped configurations,
is magnified by the slipstream dynamic head and so, a further down-elevator movement i, re-
quired for trim.

The change in stability due to lowering the flaps by 20 deg. with power on is large, as shown
S.in Figure 21d. While the net change is similar in magnitude to the zero flap changes with power,

the individual contributions to h., as shown in Figure 3 1g, are substantially different. With 20 deg.
f lap, the dynamic head effects at the tailplane are mostly destabilising as shown in Figure 31g,

* while with zero flap they are mostly stabilising, as shown in Figure 14a. The difference arises
because, firstly, the tailplane carries a download with flaps deflected, and (as discussed in Section
5.5) the effects of power in these circumstances can be destabilising. Secondly, as incidence

* decreases, and speed increases to maintain rectilinear flight, and the tailplane emerges from the top
of the slipstream. These destabilising effects are opposed by a large stabilising contribution due
to the effects of power on ACmF, as shown by the change from curve 2 to curve 3 in Figure 31g,
and by a smaller downwash effect compared with the zero flap case. The large stabilising contri-
bution due to ACm. only affects he, as Figures 3Mg and 31h illustrate. Therefore, the
"manoeuvrability" characteristics will be degraded more than the "static stability" characteris-
tics, due to the effects of power with flaps deflected, as discussed in Section 8.

The effects of power with flaps deflected, illustrate the importance of the correct selection
of tailplane location. For the "standard case" aircraft layout used in this study, the tailplane
emerges from the bottom of the slipstream at low speed with zero flap, and emerges from the top
of the slipstream at high speed with 20 deg. flap. In both cases stability is reducedconsiderably.

7. EFFECT OF POWER ON CONTROLS FREE STABILITY

For an aircraft with manual controls, the elevator hinge moment characteristics determin.-
the angle to which the elevator will float if the controls are free, or alternatively, the control
force, if the controls are restrained by the pilot. In the first condition, the longitudinal stability
is modified.

The simple theory of "static stability" shows that the change in neutral point (ho) due to
freeing the controls is given by:

Ahn -p[T • (21)

Compared with the development in Reference 1, Equation (21) neglects the effect of elevator on
total aircraft lift and uses P based on the distance between wing and tailplane aerodynamic
centres. The parameter DCal/baar has particular significance since it can be modified readily in
both magnitude and sign by the designer. A zero value gives zero change in ha, while positive
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and negative values lead to an increase and decrease in h. respectively. When the controls are
freed, the elevator floats to a position determined by the relative sizes of bCH/ddT and BCH/dSe.
In the more general case, the hinge moments will be a function of aircraft velocity (V) due, for
example, to slipstream effects. For the present study, it will be assumed, in the absence of contra-
dictory information, that the change in hinge moment characteristics with speed is assumed to
be proportional to the effective dynamic head ratio. Thus, all the coefficients of the hinge moment
equation (Eqn. 19), will increase in the same proportion, and the float angle will be the same
irrespective of thrust coefficient (CT). Equation (21) shows that the only change to stability due
to power, when the controls arc freed, will arise from changes in the lift charactetistics DCL/b,
and DCLT/lSe and in the downwash gradient Zc/d,. Figures 32a and 32b show the effect of power
on h, with controls fixed and free, assuming XCH/IT = 0-135. The increase in ha is approxi-
mately 4%e both with power off and power on at most speeds. At low speeds, Ahn is siightly
less with power on, because of the reduction in tail Lffectiveness DCLT/NeT as the tail emerges
from the slipstream compared with the increase in wing-body lift curve slope CXdb..

When the controls a restrained, the control forces are proportional to the changes in
hinge moment characteristics given in Equation (19). Although positive bCH/"T increases the
controls free stability, "manoeuvribility" requirements may limit the size of n/XzanT.

8. EFFECT OF POWER ON LONGITUDINAL MANOEUVRABILITY, DYNAMIC

MODES AND RESPONSE TO CONTROLS

8.1 Longitudinal Manoeuvrability

The theory of longitudinal manoeuvrability is closely associated with "static stability", and
has been given similar prominence in the study of flying qualities because it relates to two major
handling qualities parameters, control force per g and control angle per g. These parameters are
defined for trimmed flight in steady turns, or steady pull-ups at constant speed. Compared with
conditions in trimmed rectilinear flight, considered under "static stability", the forces due to
changes in speed are absent, but additional forces due to rate of pitch are present. The steady
pitch rate produces a variation in local incidence along the aircraft which is a function of; pitch
rate, distance from the aircraft c.g., and true air speed. For a low-speed aircraft of conventional
layout, aud having a nose-mounted propeller, the main changes in aerodynamic forces and
moments are associated with changes in incidence at the tail and at the propeller. The incidence
changes at the wing and body due to pitch rate are small and, in this study, have been neglected.

The effects of power on the aerodynamic forces at the propeller and tailplane induced by the
pitch rate are the same as the stwidy effects described in Section 5. Because the induced incidence
at the tailplane depends on the true speed of the airflow cwer the tailplane, the resulting aero-
dynamic foice will be a function of altitude and also of slipstreim velocity. For this study, slip-
stream velocity is calculated from the mean effective dynamic pressure at the tail.

From the theory of "manoeuvrability". it can be shown that control force per g is given
by the equation:

Pn. =- c,-' bCLP)e hnLFREE--h+g -- T pA (22)

where hn.FREE is the neutral point with controls free and

DCLT DCLT _ CLT X CHCH(23)

DctT =~ cT 8e X -

J= WlgSwp/T. (24) .

Compared with the development in Reference 1, Equation (22) neglects the effect of elevator on
total aircraft lift, and uses P based on the distance between wing and tailplane aerodynamic
centr-s.

Equation (22) shows that control force per g is a function of c.g. position (h), the neutral
point (hn,FREE), wing loading (WIS,,), control gearing (G8,), altitude, via the parameter ILI,
and the control characteristics DCL/ba"T, XCL/Se, DCH/bxcT, XCH/bhe. However, it is independent
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of the motion variables aircraft velocity (V) and incidence (,). When power effects are prmsent,
the aerodynamic forces become non-linear furnctions of both aircraft velocity (V) and incidence
(a). As a result, control force per g becomes in general, a non-linear function of incidence,
with different values at different aircraft velocities.

Airworthiness specifications require the control force per g to lie within a given range
depending upon the airc."aft type. In practice, it can be difficult for a designer to meet these
requirements for all variati-ns of c.g. position, wing loading, aircraft speed and power. In
Figure 33, the variation of control force per g with speed is summarised for the "standard case",
for a ,.g. range of 10%!, for •.ro and 6 km altitude with power off and power on. The aft c.g.
is located at 25%e, so that the aircraft is "statically stable- at 60 kn and above. For reference, a
useful design aim for this type of aircraft is to provide a control force per g range of 3 to 8
lbf./g (13-3 to 35-6 N/g) within a c.g. range of 10%E throughout the flight envelope. Figure 33
shows that the maximum ccntrol force per g for the "standard case" ogmu.-s at sea-level, 120 kn
with power off, and c.g. at the forward limit. In this condition, hn is 14%y aft of the aft c.g.
limit showing that the aircraft possesses large pitch stiffness. The minimum control force per g
occurs at 6 km height, 60 kn speed, with power on and aft c.g. In this condition hu is 3 %'oaft of the
aft c.g. and so a small degree of pitch stiffness still exists. The control force per g range of 1-8
to 13-5 lbf./g (8 to 60 N/g) is outside the design guide at both limits. As illustrated in Figure 33,
this large rangr of values results from the large change in pitch stiffness with speed for the
"standard caoe".

The difference between h. and ha can also influence the control force per g range. For example,
h, may be increased without altering h. by inclining the thrust axis, as described in Section 6.1,
or by incorporating a "downspring" in the control circuit and so permitting the aft e.g. to be
moved rearwards. In Figure 34 the control force per g values for the case with the thrust axis
inclined downwards 5 deg. are summarised. If the aft c.g. is moved back to 3001, to take
advantage of the increased "static stability", the minimum control force per g becomes negative
at 6 km height, 60 kn speed, with power on and aft c.g. This is caused by a combination of
negative pitch stiffness, i.e. h. lying ahead cf the aft c.g., and a low pitch-damping contribution,
due to the emergence of the tailplare from the slipstream at low speeds. From these examples
it can be seen that the variation in control force per g will be a minimum if, firstly, there are no
changes in ha with power and, secondly, if the minimum value of he is equal to this constant hn.

As shown in Figures 31d and 31e, the effect of 20 deg. flaps is to reduce the power-on values
of ho more than h. at high speeds. However, Fig'- -e 35 shows that the resulting control force :,er
g range is smaller than for the zero flap case and hence more acceptable. This aristz because the
maximum value occurs with power off, and is not significantly altered by deflecting the flaps,
while the mimmum value is calculated using Lý.e most rearward c.g. position permitted in the
zero flap case, i.e. 25%J. With 20 deg. flap the aircraft would be statically stable at a c.g. of 32%c,
but the associated pitch stiffness would be negative and the control force per g would become
unacceptably small.

A further manoeuvrability icquirement is that the variation of control force with g should
be substantially linear. Figue 13e shows that the "standard case" layout with power on exhibits
a marked reduction in control force gradient with g above 2.0g, and Figure 13f shows a similar
reduction in control force per g at low speeds. Both effects occur as incidence increases and are
due to the tailplane emerging from the slipstream.

Control force per g characteristics can be changed by changing control hinge-moment
characteristics. However, consideration of hinge-moment characteristics, particularly in the
presence of power effects, is outside the scope of this Report.

Results for the effect of power on control defection per g have not been presented in this
Report, since, in general, this parameter has far less influence on flying qualities Man control
force per g. It is mainly of importance to the designer in providing adequate control authority
for trimming and manoeuvring.

3.2 Langitudinal Dynamic Modes

The longitudinal motion of a stable low-speed conventional aircraft following a disturbatoce
is characterised by two modes of motion, the phugoid and the short period. According to the
basic linear theory of aircraft stability, the existence of "static stability" cnsures that the phugoid
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is stable, and for the type of aircraft considered in this study, also ensures that the short period
"mode is stable and well damped. The close link between the "static stability" condition and
longitudinal stability arises because the stiffness derivatives Cm, and Cmv, which determine
the neutral point (hn) and the static stability limit (hA), are also dominant terms in the linear
longitudinal dynamic equations. Consequently the effect of power on "static stability" para-
meters hn and hs %,Mll be reflected in the characteristics of dynamic modes.

Figure 36b shows the locus of the eigenvalues of the longitudinal modes as speed is varied
for the "standard case" with power on. A mid c.g. has been selected which illustrates both stable
and unstable conditions. For comparison, Figure 36a shows the eigenvalue loci for the power-off
case in which the "static stability" limit (h.) is approximately constant. Two loci are shown: one
with a fixed speed of 100 kn and varying c.g., the other with a fixed mid c.g. of 32-3%e and
varying speed. The first locus illustrates the effect of changing pitch stiffness, and the second -

locus illustrates the effect of changing speed. Since the speed derivatives Cmv and CLv are zero
with power off, the variations with speed are due to trim conditions Cz. and CD. andin particular,
for the short period motion, thcy indicate the dimensionalising of essentially constant non-
dimensional eigenvalues. At high speeds, the power-on locus for the short period mode displays
the characteristics due to speed changes. As speed reduces, the power effects cause changes in the
pitch stiffness so that the locus displays the characteristics illustrated for the changes in c.g.
position, with power off. Similarly, th. phugoid locus, power on, displays the characteristics
associated with both speed and c.g. changes. It is shown in Section 9.4.6 of Reference 1 that the
phugoid mode becomes unstable when the c.g. is at the static stability limit (h.). This occurs,
as shown in Figure 13c, for the power-on case with mid c.g. when the speed lies between 75 and
80 kn. Below 70 kn the plots show that the phugoid is replaced by a divergence and a "third
mode" resulting from the convergent branch of the original phugoid and one of the real modes
which was formed when the short period oscillation disappeared between '75 and 80 kn. At the
point of neutral stability, the neutral point (h.) is still aft of the c.g. position indicating that the
aircraft still possesses a small amount of pitch stiffness. As discussed in Section 2, this occurs
"because the stability depends on pitch stiffness, represented by hn, and also the speed derivatives
Cmv and CLv; for the "standard case", Cmv is negative and hence destabilising.

Figure 37 shows the root locus plots for the case with flaps deflected 20 deg. With power off,
the short period and phugoid characteristics are similar to the zero flap case, as would be
expected from. the plots of h. in Figure 30d. With power on, although the aircraft renmins stable
at all speeds, i.e. h. is aft of the mid c.g., the pitch stiffness becomes negative above 95 kn as
shown in Figures 31d and 31e; this results in two real convergent modes instead of a heavily
damped short period oscillation. Therefore, although the configuration is stable, the longitudinal
response may be unsatisfactory as discussed in Section 8.3.

.3 Langitudinal Respome to Controls

The short-period oscillation frequency is an important factor in determining the longi-
tudinal response to elevator control inputs. In Figure 38, the short period frequency for a mid
c.g. is compared with current Flying Qualities Requirements from Reference 4. The boundaries
shown in the figure are for constant values of the term wns%2/nzg which is equivalent to the control
anticipation parameter CAP _- 4o/ng,, described in Chapter 12.8 of Reference 1. The use of
this parameter is based on the proposition that, in order to make precise adjustments to flight
path, the pilot makes use of initial pitch response information. Figure 38 shows that with power
off and mid c.g. the "standard case" aircraft has satisfactory response characteristics. With
power on, the characteristics are satisfactory except below 75 kn, where, as shown in Figure

* 13b, the pitch stiffness is very low or negative. These low-speed cases would, as discussed in Section
8.2, also be unacceptable from stability considerations. In Figure 39, the short period frequency
requirements are shown for the case with flaps deflected 20 deg. 4 it this configuration, although
the motion is stable with power on, at a mid c.g. of 323 %e, tL. response characteristics are
unacceptable at all but the lowest speeds, due to low or negative pitch stiffness, as indicated by
hn in Figure 31d. As mentioned in the Introduction, considerations of longitudinal response for
manually-controlled aircraft should also include the ratio of initial control force to steady normal
acceleration in a rapid manoeuvre. This ratio depends strongly on the hinge-moment derivatives.
A study of this problem is outside the general scope of this Report.
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9. POWER EFFECTS ON A SINGLE-ENGINE PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRCRAFT
WITr TYPICAL LAYOUT

Many recently designed single-engine propeller-driven aircraft have the wing and tailplane
located below and above the engine thrust line respectively, as typified by the layout in Figure 1.
The low wing is generally chosen to give a short undercarriage design, a simple wing-to-fuselage
attachment, and a wing carry-through box which avoids the cockpit. Aerodynamic and
stability considerations generally have much lower priority. The tail location is also influenced
by structural requirements such as rear fuselage upsweep and attachment, but aerodynamic
and stability characteristics are also important. In addition, where spin recovery is required,
the relative positions of the fin and tailplane can be very important. While structural
requirements generally lead to a vertical location of the tailplane above the thrust line,
the exact position may be established by aerodynamic characteristics observed from wind tunnel
test progrmmes. To provide a comparison with the "standard case" layout used in this study,
which exhibited large power effects, the trim and stability characteristics have been calculated
for the layout given in Figure 1, with wing aerodynamic centre 0 26 m below the thrust line,
vertical c.g. 0.05 m below the thrust line and tailplane 0.55 m above the thrust line.

Figures 40b and 40c show that, with power off and flaps zero, there is a reduction in the
static stability limit (h.) with CL. This is the net effect of a reduction in stability due to the low
wing (as discussed in Section 6.2), and a slight increase in stability due to a more favourable
downwash gradient at the tailplane (as discussed in Section 6.3). Compared with the "standard
case", the power-off values of h. and hn vary from zero at high speed, to 3 %e less as speed
reduces to 60 kn.

In contrast with the "standard case", the net effects of power are stabilising for most of the
speed range, as shown in Figure 42c. This is due primarily to a large stabilising contribution
from the effect of dynamic head at the tailplane in the manner described in Section 6.3. While
the stability of the aircraft with power on differs little from the power-off case, Figure 41b shows
that the variation of trim curve slope with c.g. is considerably less than for the power-off case.
This example shows that, in general, stability is not directly related to c.g. position, as assumed
in simple "static stability" theory, and highlights the danger of using this theory to analyse trim
curves when power effects are present.

With flaps deflected 20 deg., the power-off values of h. and hn (Fig. 42c), are approximately
1/'o! further aft than for the zero flap case, due to reduced downwash at the tailplane. With
power on and flaps deflected 20 deg., the aircraft becomes unstable at speeds below 80 kn for
all except the forward c.g. considered, as shown in Figures 43b and 43c. This condition is an
example of the destabilising effect of tail dynamic pressure when acting on a tailplane carrying
a download, as discussed in Section 5.6. The download is required to trim the nose-down pitching
moment arising from the effect of power on the wing and body with flaps deflected. As speed
reduces and incidence increases to maintain rectilinear flight, the dynamic pressure ratio in the
slipstream increases, and also the tailplane begins to enter the slipstream from above, as shown in
Figure 43d. The resulting increase in dynamic pressure at the tailplane increases tailplane down-
load and produces a nose-up moment which exceeds the usual restoring moment due to increasing
tailplane incidence. As c.g. is muved forward, pitch stiffness increases; however, the tailplane
download required for trim also increases, such that the total change in pitching moment becomes
almost independent of c.g. position.

As previously discussed, the representation of propeller slipstream in this Report is greatly
simplified compared with actual conditions, and this possibly may exaggerate the instability
discussed above. Nevertheless, the example clearly illustrates an effect that is possible, given large
tailplane downloads for trim and large engine power at low spelds.

The control force per g valaes with flaps deflected 20 deg. are shown in Figure 45 for speeds
above 80 kn. Below 80 kn, the aircraft is unstable at all but the forward c.g., as previously
discussed. For the speed range considered, the values of control for per g are similar to those with
zero flap even though the pitch stiffness indicated by h. is smaller. The control force per g is
maintained because, as incidence and g increase, an increasing tail upload is required. Therefore,
as the tailplane enters the slipstream, the pitch stiffness and pitch damping are increawd beyond
their Ig values.
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Figures 46a ane' 47 show that the dynamic mode characteristics for the mid c.g. position
are satisfactory for the typical layout with zero flap. Figure 46b shows that, with flaps deflected
20 deg., the low-speed instability (described above) varies such that, the divergent mode becomes
more unstable as speed increases from 60 kn to 80 kn. This, divergence disappears above
80 kn. The phugoid mode remains an oscillation throughout these changes, although it almost
becomes a divergent oscillation ht 90 kn.

Above 95 kn the short period frequency requirements are satisfactory, as shown in Figure
47. Below 85 kn the values have little meaning since the linear mode analysis is unrealistic, due
to the large non-linear changes in aerodynamic characteristics at these speeds.

The task of investigating the accuracy of the estimated power effects from Reference 6
against flight measurements is not addressed in this study. Howevur, since flik',ht measurements
are availablt for the aircraft shown in Figure I, a comparison of estimated and measured trim
curves is included in Figures 48b and 48c. While this limited comparison shows reasonable
agreement, a far more comprehensive range of tert conditions would be required to determine
the accuracy of the estimated equations.

10. REVIEW OF RESEARCH ON THE EFFECTS OF POWER ON
PROPELLER-DRIVEN AIRCRAFI.

Because the propeller proved to be a key element in achieving the first power-driven flight
in 1903, and is still used as the main method of producing thrust on low-speed aircraft, the
effects of propellers on aircraft stability and control have been the topic of much research.
During the 1930s and 1940s, engine horsepowers increased rapidly to meet the needs of small
high-performance military aircraft and larger military and civil aircraft. At this time the effect
of power on aircraft stability and control was a major area of research in the national research
agencies of Germany, Britain arid the USA. With the advent of the jet engine and of swept
wings, the research emphasis rapidly moved away from propeller aircraft in the late 1940s and
early 1950s. Research interest in propeller effects has only recently revived with the development
of V/STOL aircraft and with developments in numerical analysis methods.

The fundamental purpose of the propeller is to provide thrust and considerable theoretical
and experimental research was carried out at an early stage on the performance of propellers.
However, a number of investigations concerning propeller characteristics other than thrust, also
appeared in the technical literature at a relatively early date. Some remarkable flight measurements
of slipstream dynamic head at the tail of an aircraft were made in 1917 [Ref. 18] and interesting
calculations were made of the "Behaviour of the Slip-stream on a Phugoid Oscillation" in 1918
[Ref. 191, and on the influence of slipstream on the longitudinal damping derivatives in
1923 [Ref. 20]. As knowledge accumulated, it was realized that the net effect of power on air-
craft stability and control was the result of a large number of individual effects which, in certain
cases varied markedly with small changes in layout and configuration. As engine horsepower
increased, the effect o/; power on aircraft handling became a major design consideration, and a
desperate need arose for reliable design estimation inethods. Although much research has been
carried )ut and substantial progress has been made in particular areas, the need for reliable
design estimation methods still exists today.

A purely theoretical attack on the problem was, and still is, impractical because of the
complex nature of the phenomena involved and because of the large interference between different
effects. The general approach taken in the past has been to combine a relatively crude elementary
theoretical analysis of the important elements of the problem with empirial data obtained from
experiment. This approach is typified by the important reports by Bryant and McMillan [Ref. 21]
in 1938; Gates [Ref. 221, 1939; Millikan [Ref. 23], 1940; Falkner et aL [Ref. 24], 1941; and
later by Weil and Sleeman [Ref. 25], 1948 and Priestly [Ref. 261, 1953. The estimation methods
adopted for use in Datcom [Ref. 6] and used in this study are similar to those used in Reference
25. A completely empirical approach was used by Morris and Morrall [Ref. 27] in 1953 but its
applicability is restricted to a limited range of aircraft configurations. The developments through-
out these reports were almost entirely in the updating of empirical data, based on the con ;iderable
amount of wind tunnel research that was being carried out. The elementary theoretical analysis

".. " ( ~ ~'. " . .. -. I



A theoretical treatment of the forces acting on a propeller inclined to the free-stream was
made by Harris [Ref. 28] in 1918 and Glauert [Ref. 29] in 1919. Glauert's expression for propeller
normal force was shown to give good agreement with measurements by Lesley [Ref. 301 in
1937 and was used in the methods presented by Millkan [Ref. 23]. Later, Ribner developed
formulae for propeller side force coefficients based on the geometry of the Dropelle. blades.
The results are presented in charts in Reference 31 for different propeller designs and for different
numbers of blades. These charts are used in the methods of Reference 25 and also in Datcom
[Ref. 6]. Additional wind tunnel nmcasurements on propeller normal force are given in
Reference 1I.

A theoretical treatment of the pronlem of the wing in the propeller slipstream is very
difficult. An early classical treatment of the problem was published by Koning [Ref. 321 in
1935. However, this approach was considered to be too complicated for practical applications.
particularly when extended to include large thrusts. An early attempt to provide a practical
rule for design estimation was made by Bradfield [Ref. 33] in 1928 in which a method of
calculating the increase in lift coeffic;ent due to slipstream was proposed. An extension of the
work of Reference 33 was made by Smelt and Davies [Ref. 12) in 1937 in which a more rigorous
estimate of slipstream velocity was made and the effects of an inclined airscrew were determined.
The resulting methods were used for the analysis of propeller power effects given in References
21, 23 and 26. In Reference 25 an approximation to the Smelt and Davies equations was used to
simplify them. The calculation of slipstream velocity by Smelt and Davies is particularly interest-
ing in that it shows that the flow equations of motion for the slipstream can be approximated
such that Euler's equation is satisfied by a potential function which is in fact the slipstream
pressure. The potential can be obtained by covering the surface of the propel,,r disc with doublets
and the velocity distribution is obtained directly using Bernoulli's equation. This solution was
presented previously by Koning in full in Reference 32 and has more general applications as
shown in References 34 and 35. More recently, the development of computational aerodynamic
methods and the development of powered lift STOL aircraft has attracted renewed interest in
this area. Various approaches to the problem are being made (e.g. Refs. 36 and 37) including
extensions of Koning's me'hod (e.g. Refs. 38 and 39). These developments offer hope that satis-
factory theoretical estimates of the effect of propeller slipstream on wing characteristics can be
made for particular configurations including the presence of the fuselage.

As shown in S.xction 5 the largest changes in longitudinal stability due to power are generally
those associated with the effects of power on downwash and dynamic head at the tail. These
effects pose an extremely difficult theoretical problem and even the empirical methods which
are adopted cannot be relied upon to give accurate results. A number of attempts have been
made to establish empirical design formulae. In Reference 25. the results of wind tunnel tests
on several models of single-engine fighter aircraft were analysed to give ftrmulae for the predic-
tion of downwash, stabilator effectiveness and elevator effectiveness with power. While the
empirical formulae were shown to fit the test results with small variability, and reasonable
accuracy was demonstrated in one application of the formulae, the general level of accuracy .nd
range of applicability was not demonstrated. A similar approach had been adopted by Bradfield
[Ref. 40] in 1939 covering a wide range of models. This information was augmented in 1950 by
Spence [Ref. 411 with data from a range of more recent aircraft model tests. Spence concluded that

"it is felt unlikely that any uscful generalisation can be based on the present data. Further
attempts at a mathematical attack are desirable; any future experimental work should be of
a systematic nature."

A more systematic approach had been started by Hills and Kirk [Ref. 42] in 1941 but does not
appear to have been continued. In the formulae developed in Reference 25, the propeller diameter
and tail position were taken into account, but the exact locus and shape of the slipstream was not
determined or used in the formulae. As discussed in Section 3, the prediction methods used in
Datcom [Ref. 6j do take into account slipstream location, although the assumptions are made
that the slipstream is circular with diameter equal to that of the propeller disc and that the effect
on dynamic head decreases with distance from the slipstream centreline. The limited experimental
data availabe in the research literature on slipstream profiles, for example Reference 18 from
1917 and References 43 and 44 from German tests in 1938 and Reference 21 in 1949, show that
these assumptions are substantial simplifications. This is also clear from more recent, but less
detailed, tests carried out on full-scale models of light single-engined aircraft models in the



Langley full-scale wind tunnel (e.g. Refs. 45, 58 and 59). These measurements show that down-
stream of the propeller, the slipstream shape becomes diskorted, the dynamic pressure is markedly
non-uniform and the slipstream location is displaced and mnodified by the presence of the wing
and body. As a result, the lift on a tailolane situated behind propellers depends strongly on
tailplane location. The prediction of the slipstream at the tailplane of an aircraft represents a
complex computational problem which has yet to be tackled. The problem involves the inter.
action of the propeller flow with a number of lifting surfaces for a substantial distance down-
stream. The empirical design estimates of Reference 25 or Reference 6 give information on the
mean effectiveness of the tailplane with slipstream, but this information is not sufficiently accurate
to allow the determina.-on of the optimum tailplane location: for this level of detail, powered
wind tunnel tests are required for the particular design under consideration. Becanse the changes
in downwash and dynamic head at the tail are generally the most dominant power effects, improved
methods are needed for their estimation.

There is a considerable number of wind tunnel research reports of studies carried out by the
NACA and RAE in the 1940s .n powered models. Most of the models were ofcontemporary military
aircraft, although some had more general characteristics. A small number of flight test reports
on power effects also exists for the same period. This collection of reports provides a useful
compendium uf the effects of power -.nd configuration on longitudinal stability. As previously
mentioned, the knowledge obtained has far outstripped complementary theoretical methods of
analysis. It is probable that aircraft manufacturers have a similar collection of wind tunnel
and flight test information on propeller power effects and may have more reliable estimation
methods for particular classes of aircraft. However, estimation methods with general applica-
tion and good accuracy do not exist in the open literature.

A good summary of the effects of power in terms of aircraft flying qualities is provided by
Phillips [Ref. 46), 1948. A discussion of some of the individual effects of power is contained in
References 21, 23, 14, 24, 47 and 25. Reference 25, in particular, separates the power effects into
components, a separation which is followed in this Report. References 48, 22, 26, 23 and '1
present extensions to the longitudinal stability equations to include power effects.

Comprehensive wind tunnel investigations on powered models of single-engined aircraft are
reported in References 49, 50, 51 and 52. Reference 49 presents the contribution to aircraft
neutral point (h.) of individual power effects. Particular power effects are studied in the following
reports.

Reference 53 deals with propeller normal force, Reference 47 deals with thrust setting angle,
and in Reference 16 the effect of tail length with power is studied. In References 44. 45 and 60
consideration is given to the effects of power on the airflow at the tailplane, and rare plots of
slipstream total head and flow direction are presented. References 54, 55, 56 and 57 present
flight test measurements on the effects of power on longitudinal stability. References 55 and A7
give information on thrust setting angle and Reference 56 also gives some rare flight-measured
data on slipstream total head and flow direction. More recently, a number of investigations
(such as Refs. 58 and 59) have been carried out on full-scale models in the Langley full-scalý
wind tunnel. These reports provide useful information on the effects of power on the total aircraft;

but they contain little informatior on the individual contributions to the net effects measured.
Complementary to the references discussed, there is a similar list of research reports dealing with
the effects of power on lateral and directional aircraft characteristics. In many cases the same
models have been used for both areas of investigation.

11. CONCLUSIONS

A survey has been made of research literature on the effects of power on the longitudinal
flying qualities of propeller-driven aircraft. From this survey, the status and source of currmnt
design estimation methods were identified. This design information was used to calculate and
illustrate the eff.cts of power, of aircraft layout, and of configuration on longitudinal flying
qualities. As a result of the study the following conclusions were reached:
* The most complete set of design estimation methods currently available in the published literature

for the prediction of power effects on conventional low-speed aircraft is contained in
Datcom [Ref. 6].



"* These methods are almost entirely empirical and mostly represent the status of design informa-
tion available in the 1940s.

"* In certain areas. such as the effect of slipstream on wing lift, numerical solutions ate being
developed which offer the prospect of improved accuracy.

"* The net effect of power is developed as a resultant of six major contributions which vary in
character from those which are predominantly incidence-dependent to those which are
predominantly speed-dependent. These effects can be non-linear and are not necessarily
independent.

"* It is show.. in the Report that the effect on stability of the incidence-dependent terms is conveni-
ently described by the neutral point (h.), while the combined incidence- and speed-dependent
terms can be described by the static stability limit (h.) as proposed by Etkin in Reference i.

"* Some power effects are relatively independent of aircraft layout, while others are particularly
sensitive to it, such that the net effects can be very large for one airc-Aft and small for another.

"* For the "standard ease" aircraft layout considered in the study, in which the thrust axis, the wing,
and the tailplane are at the same height, the majority of power effects are destabilisin$ and
increased with decreasing -peed.

"* The largest power effects are those associated with downwash and with dynamic head at the tail-
plane and these can change significantly when flaps are deflecte ' Consequently the location
of the tailplane with respect to the slipstream stands out as an important design parameter.

"* The substantial effect of wing height on stability, both with power off and power on has been
demonstrated, to emphasize its important influence.

e It is shown that the design technique of inclining the thrust axis to provide a nose-down thrust
moment arm produces an increase in stability which is primarily a speed effect. This tech-
nique is similar to the use of a downspring in the control circuit, in that the "static stability"
can be increased while "manoeuvrability'" and short period response remain unaltered.

"* In general, increasing tail arm," ith either fixed P or fixed tail area, increases power-off stability.
With power on, this increase was not sustained at low speeds for the "standard case" aircraft
layout, due to emergence of the tailplane from the slipstream.

"* Deflecting the flaps is shown to make substantial changes to individual power effects. For the
"standard case" layout considered, the net effects of power with flaps deflected 20 deg. are
little different in magnitude from the zero flaps configuration, but the composition of these
effects differs conside-ably.

"* Power effectu are also utmonstrated for an aircraft layout typical of modern designs, having the
wing and tailplane located respectively below and above the thrust line. Calculations show
that the layout results in improved stability characteristics with zero flaps compared with
the "standard case", due to a more favourable effect of dynamic head at the tailplane.
With flaps 20 deg., a flight condition was demonstrated in which the combination of power
and flaps produces an instability which is almost independent of c.g. position. A further
study is proposed on this topic.

"* It is shown that the c.g. range may be limited by control force per , requirements if the power
effects are large. This limitation arises if the variation of the neutral point (hu) with speed
and configuration is large and can be exacerbated if the differenice between h. and ho is
also large.

"* In general the effects of power on "static stability" and "manoeuvrab lity" are also reflected in
the longitudinal response characteristics. However, a situation h s been demonstrated in
which the longitudinal response would be unacceptable even thou h the aircraft is stable.

"* The literature review is summarised at the end of the Report. This rview shows that a large
amount of wind tunnel research has been carried out on propeller power effects from the
early days of powered flight. The results are characterised by their diversity, and attempts
to find a basis for correlating the results from different configurations have had limited
success. This experience highlights the limitations of general empirical design methods and
emphasises the need for more robust theoretical and numerical analysis methods. In addition,
there is a need for more comprehensive test data. Both the calculations in this Report and
the research literature show that the effect of slipstream on tailplane lift is one of the largest
and also most sensitive power effects. Unfortunately this is an area in which there is a
paucity of design information. The literature contains few examples of comprehensive wind
tunnel measurements of the slipstream characteristics at the tailplane and little work has



been done on relating these measurements to tailplane rift. Similarly, while some flight
measurements have been made to determine the effects of power, these have not been
sufficiently detailed to allow individual effects to be identified nor has a thorough correlation
with wind tunnel results been maade.
Finally, it is i.oncluded from the information presented in this Report and from the survey

of research literature that the quality of the design information available for predicting the
effects of power on highly-powered propeller-driven aircraft is deficient compared with the
methods used in other areas of aerodynamic design.
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